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Mr SCHWARTEN: Yes, I am, but not as good as the Leader of the House who cycles frequently
into town. She and her husband were recently at the Capricornia Coast and stayed with us and they set
new records in cycling. I do not get into it. 

I can tell members while we are on the subject of bikes that it will not be long before those over
there are chanting in unison, ‘JP, on your bike.’ If you have ever seen an undertakers picnic, there it was
yesterday. It would have put a glass eye to sleep, the effort by the—

Mr Lucas interjected. 
Mr SCHWARTEN: Speaking of patting on the back, at least Brutus patted Caesar on the back—

even though he had a knife! The Leader of the Opposition in waiting could not manage to do that
yesterday. I have been around this place for a long time. 

Opposition members interjected.
Mr SCHWARTEN: Absolutely. I get to listen to some boring speeches. I have heard some rip-

tearers over the years, but nothing could beat that yesterday. 
Government members interjected.
Mr SPEAKER: Order! Thankfully, the time for question time has ended.

SUSTAINABLE PLANNING BILL

First Reading
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Stafford—ALP) (Minister for Infrastructure and Planning) (10.31 am): I

present a bill for an act for a framework to integrate planning and development assessment so that
development and its effects are managed in a way that is ecologically sustainable, and for related
purposes. I present the explanatory notes, and I move—
That the bill be now read a first time.

Question put—That the bill be now read a first time.
Motion agreed to.
Bill read a first time.

Tabled paper: Sustainable Planning Bill.
Tabled paper: Sustainable Planning Bill, explanatory notes.

Second Reading
Hon. SJ HINCHLIFFE (Stafford—ALP) (Minister for Infrastructure and Planning) (10.31 am): I

move—
That the bill be now read a second time.

The introduction of the Sustainable Planning Bill 2009 is a landmark moment for the Bligh
government. This legislation is a key milestone in implementing significant reform in Queensland’s land
use planning and development framework—the most significant and comprehensive reform in over a
decade since the integrated framework was introduced in 1997. With continued high population growth,
we need to ensure Queensland’s planning and development legislation establishes a quick and efficient
process which stimulates our economy, while protecting the lifestyle for which our state is renowned.

The Sustainable Planning Bill 2009 is part of a review that overhauls and replaces the Integrated
Planning Act, IPA, 1997. The proposed bill will be supported by an associated package of regulation and
statutory guidelines that will provide further guidance about the implementation of the legislative
changes and enable more flexibility into the planning system. 

In February 2006, the state government commenced a major and comprehensive review of IPA
and IDAS from a broader perspective to challenge its effectiveness and identify opportunities for
significant improvement. From consultation with stakeholders it was clear that IPA had become too
process driven and needed major reform. That is what we have delivered. The new legislation will
ensure the state and local governments are responsive to rapidly changing needs.

IPA served its purpose by bringing together more than 30 separate pieces of planning and
development legislative arrangements into one act. It introduced a contemporary performance based
planning framework that encouraged innovation and flexibility, and set time frames for efficiency. But
times have changed. After a decade, the planning system is under pressure to manage continuing rapid
growth and changing demographics and 21st century challenges like climate change. 

This extensive stakeholder consultation about planning reform identified the need for legislative,
operational and cultural change to give Queensland the high performance system it deserves. In August
2007, the government released the implementation report Planning for a prosperous Queensland: A
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reform agenda for planning and development in the Smart State that addressed these and other issues
identified through the review. Almost half of the 80 reform actions required legislative change. Further
consultation on the implementation of these legislative, operational and cultural change reforms has
been ongoing for the past two years.

Underpinning the delivery of the operational and cultural changes, this bill will significantly
improve our current framework by increasing accountability, coordination and integration, effectiveness,
efficiency and capacity for delivery of sustainable outcomes. It is key to ensuring a clear line of sight
from state and regional plan priorities to development decision making on individual sites, with
streamlined processes to achieve clarity for the community, industry and government. 

This will achieve better planned communities, faster development on the ground, preserve
valuable environmental values and places of scenic beauty, and economic benefits from greater
certainty of investment and development to cost reductions realised from clearer, faster development
assessment. This new planning legislation is evolutionary, not revolutionary. The key concepts of IPA
remain sound and contemporary—that is, it is integrated, performance based and relies on the three-
tiered approach to planning; state, regional and local elements. 

These results are indicative of the invaluable input provided by the planning reform reference
panel, the innovators and early adopters group, state agencies reference group, planners peer review
work group and the legal peer review work group. This bill is very much a reflection of their advice and
suggestions. I would like to formally thank the members of these groups for their involvement in the
process. This extensive consultation and engagement with stakeholders ensured that the bill introduced
here today achieves as broad an array of benefits as possible to the planning industry, local
governments and to the community. 

With the help of their involvement, stakeholders have enabled the state government to strike an
appropriate balance between the diversity of stakeholder issues and concerns, and the government’s
desire to deliver a comprehensive, workable and efficient legislative framework. The proposed
legislative framework supports the long-term benefits of effective state and regional planning to guide
localised planning with clear linkages across all plans and policies, and ensures an array of quick
switches to move appropriate development applications through the system more efficiently and
effectively. This new framework will improve plan making and development assessment by ensuring
outcomes are achieved as quickly as possible, while also ensuring that the system remains transparent,
equitable and consultative.

Queensland needs to be at the forefront to ensure its planning and development legislation
continues to keep pace with the demands facing state and local government planning and development
systems, particularly in the high growth areas of the state. This bill delivers flexibility in the processes
and systems to allow for faster responses by the state government and local councils to address
emerging needs. 

The improved framework offers accountability. It makes all stakeholders accountable for their
actions with a no-nonsense planning framework that drives a culture of working together. Better and
clearer understanding of the roles, responsibilities and interests of all relevant parties help provide an
accountable framework. Public reporting of specific actions also helps ensure an accountable
framework. 

Applicants have a responsibility to provide the information that will enable efficient and effective
assessment. Assessment managers, usually local governments, have a responsibility to assess
applications within a timely manner and ensure the level of assessment is appropriate for the
application. Referral agencies, usually state government agencies, have new responsibilities to ensure
state interests are expressed in an appropriate state planning instrument and avoid overregulation that
unduly delays assessment time frames. They also need to become involved more at the plan-making
stage rather than the development assessment phase.

Community has new responsibilities to get involved in plan making and not leave their issues and
interest to the development assessment phase. The legislation provides for efficient community
engagement at all appropriate stages, and requires stakeholder involvement to make it effective. The
new system drives a more coordinated and integrated approach—an integrated system also needs
coordination to deliver innovative on-the-ground solutions. The system is intended to better enable the
delivery of innovative and sustainable solutions, and activate areas designated for development. 

The new planning and development system is more effective, built to be ‘fit for purpose’ and
appropriate for the complexity of the issue at stake. This means that, if there is a simple issue, it follows
a simple process. It is supported by fit-for-purpose tools for decision making. Combined, they enable
calibrated decision making and quicker decision making. Providing for clear strategic intent in planning
schemes establishes the strategic context for this decision making, further improving effectiveness. New
fast-track assessment mechanisms, such as compliance assessment, get the simple applications
through the system faster, enabling better use of scarce resources on the more complex and innovative
proposals, driving councils’ capacity to manage these innovative developments and see them on the
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ground sooner. A regulation will prescribe the types of developments which will be the subject of
compliance assessment.

The introduction of a deemed approval mechanism in relation to appropriate code assessable
applications places clear responsibility with the decision makers and relevant agencies to allocate their
resources appropriately and fulfil their roles within the expected time frames. The expectation is that,
from this, social and economic benefits flow, with greater certainty for applicants as well as faster on-
the-ground delivery, providing more choice to consumers and a more competitive marketplace for new
homebuyers. The system is more efficient through streamlining processes at the plan-making and
development assessment levels. An efficient planning system will help the state’s economy to respond
to the global financial crisis, achieved through:
• streamlining at plan-making and development assessment levels leading to simpler, clearer and

better integrated planning that produces more certain development assessment, and this results
in greater certainty, faster processing, and reduced costs for both applicant and council,
improving housing affordability;

• clarity in plan making that ‘front loads’ plans with clear strategic intent and consistent provisions
and structure and clearer and better integrated state interests in planning, and this certainty and
integration provides the platform for faster development assessment and cost benefits; and

• greater flexibility and responsiveness in that the streamlined systems, including the movement of
processes out of a legislative framework, gives the state greater flexibility to adjust the framework
and its state level planning interests to meet emerging needs of the state and other stakeholders.
Greater efficiencies in development assessment and therefore achieving on-the-ground faster

delivery will be achieved through the abovementioned changes, including:
• reduction in IDAS time frames;
• deemed approval of certain code assessable applications;
• establishing processes for allowing missed referrals to be identified and to ‘catch up’ rather than

requiring the IDAS process to start again;
• the introduction of compliance assessment;
• increased ministerial powers to direct decision makers to speed up decision-making processes;
• expanding the jurisdiction of the Building and Development Dispute Resolution Committee,

previously called the Building and Development Tribunal; and
• giving the Planning and Environment Court greater discretion in dealing with procedural issues

and imposing costs on commercial competitors.
One of the key changes to the purpose of the act is that the system delivers sustainable

outcomes. Sustainability takes into account environmental impacts such as the effects of development
on climate change. Climate change is an emerging challenge because of issues such as the projected
increase of extreme weather events such as droughts, storms and floods and indeed rising sea levels.
For the first time, climate change has been specifically recognised in the bill as a key factor influencing
the sustainability of our communities by referencing it as a prime example of a key planning and
community issue that needs to be taken into account in planning and development assessment
processes. 

Outcomes to be achieved by the bill are significantly improved and streamlined land use planning
and development framework and systems which reduce costs and get development on the ground
sooner while still providing protection for the community and the environment.

Planning is crucial for all levels of government in managing sustainable growth across
Queensland. Mechanisms to achieve state level planning outcomes are enhanced such as accelerated
and clearer state planning instrument development processes and enhanced ministerial powers to
intervene in the planning and development process such as directly amending local planning
instruments where an urgent issue arises. 

The precedence and relationship between state planning instruments has been confirmed and
indeed clarified. Local governments will have a substantial role to play as part of the ongoing reform
agenda, and much of the legislative changes in this bill will enable these bodies to be more flexible in
responding to planning demands in their local areas.

The introduction of improved priority infrastructure planning processes will better assist councils
to forward plan and resource their communities’ infrastructure needs into the future. Limited prohibition
has been introduced to apply in prescribed circumstances, enhancing the certainty of development
outcomes in local communities. Even the plan-making process for local government has been
streamlined to allow for a more state-wide standardised approach to how councils classify precincts and
their planning terminology. Moving components of the plan-making processes from the legislation to
subordinate legislation and statutory guidelines offers the state greater flexibility and responsiveness to
address emerging issues in plan making across the local councils.
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Perhaps one of the biggest changes for councils will be in the development assessment
processes. Development assessment processes are enhanced by the clarity and certainty achieved by
improved plan making through more applications progressing through simpler processes, such as the
new compliance assessment track; greater certainty in making applications; and more reliable and
compliant applications being made. Time and cost benefits with flow-on economic effects result in faster,
better integrated development on the ground. This new framework allows councils to get on with the job
and will allow for government to do business better and focus planning investment on major state-wide
issues such as sustainability, housing affordability, climate change and population growth.

To reiterate the significance of this reform, this legislation is a key milestone in implementing
significant reform in Queensland’s land use planning and development framework—the most significant
and comprehensive reform in over a decade since the integrated framework was first introduced in
1997. I commend the bill to the House. 

Debate, on motion of Mr Gibson, adjourned.

PRIVILEGE

Members’ Ethics and Parliamentary Privileges Committee Report No. 97
Mr GIBSON (Gympie—LNP) (10.46 am): I rise on a matter of privilege suddenly arising. I note

the report tabled by the Members’ Ethics and Parliamentary Privileges Committee—report No. 97—in
referring to a matter that was placed on the record in a question without notice that I asked the Deputy
Premier last year. I note that the committee has indicated that there is no evidence that in the question
without notice asked on 11 September 2008 I intended to mislead the House; that there was no breach
of privilege or contempt in this matter; and that the House take no further action. However, I do note that
the committee has recommended that I clarify the statement in the preamble to the question without
notice in that I relied upon additional sources to the supplementary EIS report. I am happy to table for
the benefit of the House a draft briefing paper by Professor Stuart White from the Institute for
Sustainable Futures titled ‘A dam at Traveston Crossing presents a major risk of increased greenhouse
emissions: worse than desalination’. I note that the table in this document shows that Traveston
Crossing Dam has estimated greenhouse emissions up to 400,000 while desalination has estimated
greenhouse emissions—

Ms SPENCE: Mr Deputy Speaker, I think this has gone beyond the matter of privilege and the
member is now debating a case and this is not the government business before the House that we are
meant to be debating.

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr O’Brien): Order! Honourable member, you are tabling the
document?

Mr GIBSON: I will table the document for the benefit of the House. 
I appreciate the conclusion by the Members’ Ethics and Parliamentary Privileges Committee that

I did not mislead the House.
Tabled paper: Document titled ‘A dam at Traveston Crossing presents a major risk of increased greenhouse emissions: worse
than desalination’.

APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT) BILL

APPROPRIATION BILL

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT (ASSET RESTRUCTURING AND DISPOSAL) 
BILL

FUEL SUBSIDY REPEAL AND REVENUE AND OTHER LEGISLATION 
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading (Cognate Debate)
App. Bills; Infr. Inv. (Asset...) Bill; Fuel Sub. Repeal & Rev. & Or Leg. Amt Bill

Resumed from 18 June (see p. 1137), on motion of Mr Fraser—
That the bills be now read a second time.
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